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ABSTRACT

This project explores the creative use of wind in the design 
of building layouts under warm humid climatic conditions.
The affects of microclimatic wind are an important criteria 
in architectural design and planning. Aerodynamicists and 
civil engineers have concentrated mainly on how wind affects 
structural design, and much less on the environmental effects 
of the wind. Indoor air movement is mainly governed by 
outdoor wind conditions. Quantitative studies of wind flow 
pattern around built form have been carried out recently 
relating the size and shape of structures or landscaping to 
the screening effect they have upon natural wind flow. The 
author has undertaken an intensive literature survey in the 
subject for the purpose of summarizing information of potential 
usefulness in the control of indoor urban climate through 
improved zoning regulations. In this context the author has 
also performed experimental observations, the results of which 
are compared with the results of other recent experimental 
observations. The resulting critical appraisals lead to 
recommendations for site planning layouts with a view to 
obtaining natural thermal comfort under warm humid climatic 
zones as are found in Calcutta, India. The final proposals are 
based on the environmental conditions of Calcutta.



Three aspects of research are presented below :

PART I : An introduction to the research project 
with objectives and goals.

PART II : a) A brief description of the history of 
wind use.

b) An analysis of contemporary uses of 
wind in the architectural setting.

c) Literature survey of wind flow around 
built form and observations.

PART III ; a) Experimental observations to establish 
correlations between wake geometry and 
built form.

b) Analysis of microclimate around typical 
built forms for Calcutta, India.

c) Recommendations for site planning in 
warm humid climatic zones such as 
Calcutta, India, with a view to 
obtaining natural thermal comfort.
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1 INTRODUCTION



1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROBLEM :

As cities grow in size, so does their impact on the 
environment. The overall climate of a city reflects the 
region where the city is located. But cities can modify 
most of the climatological factors in their immediate 
vicinity, resulting in a relatively local but important 
variation in climate, which is called a microclimate.

The microclimate wind is considered one of the most important 
criteria in architectural design and planning. The concern 
for wind effects on buildings dates back to early civilizations. 
For example, the influence of wind planning has"been observed 
in the town of Kahxm, founded about 2000 B.C. in Egypt [6] .
In layout it reveals divisions between the workman's district 
in the west, with very small houses that are exposed to the 
hot desert wind, and the large nobles' houses which face the 
pleasant north wind. Since this.early civilization planners 
have been trying to promote the penetration of desirable winds 
into dwellings and to shield dwellings from undesirable winds 
to improve human comfort.

Even without the aid of wind tunnel techniques or instruments, 
early planners developed norms and standards based on their 
direct experience of the interraction between built form and 
natural environment. But such historic guidelines are
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inadequate for predicting the actual wind environment around . 
present-day constructions. Since the ’TRAY-BRIDGE’ structural 
failure in 1879, considerable advances have been achieved in 
the field of building aerodynamics. But aerodynamicists and 
civil engineers have concentrated mainly on how wind affects 
structural design, and much less on environmental effects 
of the wind.

Yet in warm humid areas, wind is a crucial factor in determining 
human thermal comfort. Air movement facilitates evaporation, 
but .buildings and landscape elements, particularly in warm 
humid climates, are often an effective screen against wind flow. 
Under warm humid conditions, the cooling effect of wind induced 
ventilation can greatly improve indoor climate j_4l] .

Indoor wind movement is mainly governed by outdoor wind conditions. 
Yet wind flow has not been considered in depth while planning 
cities or designing, buildings in warm humid climatic areas.
In India, the minimum; open space between buildings required by 
zoning laws is not sufficient to ensure access for prevailing 
breezes, particularly during the summer periods. Moreover, in 
the central business district area of cities, due to the high 
density traffic, people, and high rise buildings, dust and other 
toxic emissions from automobiles create an unhealthy situation 
particularly at the pedestrian level.

Quantitative studies of wind flow patterns around built form

have been carried out in more recent times which relate the
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size and shape of structures or landscaping to the screening 
effect they have upon natural wind flow. The author has 
surveyed the existing literature in the subject to date and 
summarized information of potential usefulness for the control 
of outdoor urban climate through improved zoning laws and 
regulations.

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND GOALS :

Winds are constantly regenerated in tie earth’s atmosphere.
Wind is a natural source of passive cooling. People must use 
this source carefully to guarantee comfort by non-mechanical, 
means in warm humid conditions. There are many variables 
involved in the layout of buildings. These tend to make it 
difficult to formulate a set. of standards to be derived which 
would ensure complete use or control of wind flow around built 
forms. The form, roof-type, openings, orientation with respect 
to wind flow, and landscaping, all have effects on wind flow.

For the purpose of the present survey, we can consider that 
there are three basic types of building layout in many urban 
areas. The first of those is an ’ISOLATED BUILDING’; the 
second is a ’ROW BUILDING’(a long, straight row of connected 
houses); and the third is a 'COURT BUILDING'(a closed rectangular 
grouping of connected houses around a courtyard).

The author has undertaken an intensive literature survey of 
research into wind flow patterns around isolated and grouped
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buildings, including the study of the effects of landscape 
on the natural ventilation of buildings and their adjacent 
areas. The specific objectives of this literature survey are :

1) to report on the relationship between local wind structure 
and building height, length, and width, a relationship 
which can lead to a recommendation as to the open space 
required around buildings for thermal comfort under
warm humid conditions ;

2) to report work on the relationship between local wind 
structure and different building shapes, a study which 
may help to identify the problems and advantages of 
different building forms with respect to wind flow;

3) to investigate work on the effect of landscaping on wind 
flow pattern;

4) and, finally, to recommend guidelines for site planning 
layouts for residential and commercial neighborhoods in 
urban areas under warm humid climatic conditions such as 
those which prevail in Calcutta, India. Eventually, those 
recommendations may help legislators to either amend- 
existing zoning laws or create new ones firmly grounded 
upon human thermal comfort requirements.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY



2.1 HISTORY OF WIND USE

The use of wind in different periods is shown below in a 
tabular form :- 
TABLE 2.1
ReX. Date Use Location Axis Support Comment's
1 7000 B.C. Ventilation cooling World - Shelter -
2 2000 B.C. Use ofpleasant wind Egypt — Housing Considered wind effects ip planning layouts [23J •
3 400 B.C. Use of wind in different seasons - for thermal comfort

Greece Cityplanning Aristotle was the first to write in length about the mysterious winds in his ’Meteorologica1.
4 . 300 B.C. Prevailing wind for thermal comfort. Greece WindRose Xenophone, a Greek planner, developed wind rose diagram to show different types of wind according to the seasons |6] .
5 200 B.C. Depicted the characteristics of winds.

Athens Tower of the winds
The tower of the winds has on each of its octagonal sides a sculptured motif depicting the characteristics of winds from eight points of the compass. It helped planners to plan a comfortable city environment [9] .

6 - 1500 A.D. Ventilation cooling India Building Suction of prevailing wind from roof top down into the building by tall air shafts & wind scoops projecting from the roofs of buildings [6].
7 1643 Atmosphericpressuremeasurement

Rouen V Building The invention of barometer was the most important advance*towards a scientificunderstanding of the origin & cause of wind [9] .
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Table 2.1(continued)

Ref. Date Use Location Axis Support Comments
8 1667 A.D. Wind speed 

measurement
Prance Building Leonardo da Vinci 

developed 
anemometer for 
measuring wind speed.

9 1846 Wind speed 
measurement England 7 Building Robinson,an British 

engineer, used a vertical axle to 
which a number of 
cups were attached. 
This was a 
developement of the 
Rotary Cup . 
Anemometer.

10 1870 Use of natural 
light and air for 
comfort.

Sweden Building Nuremburg introduced 
laws regarding 
provision for 
natural light and 
air to each room 
in a house.

11 1890 Wind flow pattern, 
wind force, and 
wind pressure.

Australia Building Prof.W.C.Kemot, at 
Melboum University 
constructed a small 
open jet wind 
tunnel and studied 
wind forces on a 
wide range of■ 
geometrical forms, 
including model 
building 028] .

12 1894 Observation of 
fluid behavior. England Pipes Reynolds number was 

used to distinguish 
laminar from 
turbulent flow in a 
close conduit [6] .

13 1900 Land-use plan 
considering wind flow.

England City
planning The English Garden city of Letchworth 

has the industrial 
quarter on the east 
side of the town so 
that the prevailing 
wind blows the 
smoke from the 
factories away from the town [6] .
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2.2 ANALYSIS OF HISTORICAL USES OF WIND H  THE 
ARCHITECTURAL SETTINGS :

Some of the reference numbers as indicated in the Table 2.1 
are analysed with the help of diagram :-

REF.# 2 : Kahun, Egynt

pleasant north winds

hot
desert
west
winds

'V'V’V'V-'Ŵ
-'VW-X̂ X/V̂

/- officials1 housing

Fig. 2.2a]_ Sketch of layout at Kahan, Egypt, around 2000 B.C. 
(source : see Table 2.1, Ref.# 2).

Experiencing through observations, early planners placed the 
houses of workmen against the incoming hot west wind to protect 
the houses of nobles against unwanted overheated summer wind. 
Workmen's houses were placed so as to create a zone of wind 
shelter or 'wind shadow' zone for the nobles' houses. a wind
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pleasant wind

desert
hot wind

pleasant north wind

EE
houses of 
workmen

PLAN

houses of 
nobles

C CTTn
WIND 5HACCWt-(d«, ^

HOT
A ll *■

r.
WIHP / 
AMPLlFlCATICH
1CHE

?ig. 2.2a2 Sketch of wind flow pattern around the buildings, 
Kahan, Egypt (source : see Table 2.1, Ref.# 2).

shadow zone developed on the leeward side contains low velocity 
(relative to freestream flow) recirculating eddies or vortices 
as they are sometimes called. The following figure(2.2b) 
explains the wind shadow zone. The freestream flow is the 
flow ahead of and outside of the immediate influence of the 
obstacle (as shown in the figure ).
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Pig. 2.2t Plan & Elevation views of Wind Shadow or Wake Zone 
(Source : see Bibliography [5] )

The author thinks that a plan which responded to the relations 
between the height, width, and length of buildings and the 
depth of wind shadows would have -helped to achieve a more 
comfortable housing layout (in terms of thermal comfort) in 
such a hot climatic area.

REP.#4 : [N]

Pig. 2.2c Xenophone*s Wind Rose, 300 B.C. (Source : see 
Table 2.1, Ref.# 4)
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The Greeks devised a wind rose whose points were named after 
the gods of winds from various directions. This diagram 
(Fig. 2.2c) depicts the direction of winds and also the 
characteristics of those winds in different seasons. In 
planning a town it appears that this diagram was used in 
selecting sites for fortified towns, as well as in the 
selection of street patterns, building orientations, and 
locations for entrances.

In the present days, planners and architects utilize the wind
rose diagram in designing towns or buildings with a view to
achieving thermally comfortable indoor environments.

Fig. 2.2d Air Scoops in Hyderabad, India, 1500 A.D. 
(Source : see Table 2.1, Ref. # 6)
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Hyderabad, a city in India, is characterised by numerous tall 
air shafts and wind scoops projecting from the roofs of buildings. 
These rectangular chimneys referred to as 'Mulguf’ in Hindi, 
have large flat pannels over them which are inclined into the 
prevailing wind to deflect roof top breezes down into buildings. 
The induced air flow escapes through small windows into the 
narrow streets and alleys. In congested areas this ventilation 
concept may be helpful (fig. 2.2d).

PREVAILING
WIND

- INDUSTRIAL A^EaS

• 6RLLN FSE.LT
- SHOPPING CENTRE. 

LIGHT INDUSTRIES

RESIDENTIAL AREA

0 1 2  3

Fig. 2.2e. Plan of Letchworth Garden City, England, Patrike 
Geddes, 1900 (Source : see Table 2.1, Ref.# 13)

In the English garden city of Letchworth, the industrial quarter 
was placed on the east side of the town so that the prevailing 
west wind blows the smoke from the factories away from the town.
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2.3 WIND FLOW AROUND BUILT FORMS

A) WIND PRESSURE ON BUILDINGS AND ITS SURROUNDING EFFECT 
ON INTERNAL FLOWS :

The forces producing natural ventilation in buildings can be 
categorized as : 1) air movements produced by pressure differences;
2) air. change caused by difference in temperature. Either force 
may act alone, in conjunction with, or in opposition to, the 
other, depending upon atmospheric conditions and building 
design [36] .

1) As wind blows against the face of a building a high pressure 
zone develops :

4

2) As the wind escapes upwards a low pressure zone is created 
over the roof :

— :---- . 4, + 4
____ ■>

3) This low pressure zone extends behind the building and
draws the wind stream back towards the ground :
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4 ) A similar flow and pressure distribution is found in plan :

5) Air movement within a building occurs when air moves from 
an opening in a high pressure zone to an opening in a low 
pressure zone :

6) Similar movement occurs in plan :

Plan

The pressure differences on windward and leeward sides can 
contribute to air flow inside the buildings. Placement of 
openings is most effective when the inlet faces a high, the 
outlet a low-pressure area. The rate of air change is

Needs an outlet at negative Air flew occurs when there are
pressure area for ventilation inlet and outlet.

Fig. 2.3A1 (source : see bibliography [35]).
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governed "by pressure differences and by the effectiveness of 
the exposed openings. The approximate rate of air change, 
when wind direction is normal to the building side and the 
areas of inlets and outlets are equal, can be expressed as [35] •

Q = 3150 A.V
where

Q = Rate of air flow, cu.ft./hr.
A = Area of inlets, sq.ft.
V = Wind velocity, miles/hr.

All building . shapes are classified as bluff bodies and thus 
have distinctly different pressure distributions from streamlined 
bodies such as airfoils and submarine hulls. The distingushing 
property is the wake of separated flow surrounding the rear 
part of the body. The following figure ( Fig. 2.3A2) shows 
the flow approaching the body is deflected by the front facing 
surfaces but separates completely from the surface at a sharp 
edge.

M«ee tesitlo* of 
•Okf tlftaalii*

Fig. 2.3A2 Definition sketch of flow over a building (source :
see bibliography [8]).
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Characteristics of wake region are (i) velocities much smaller 
than the mean flow, and, hence, almost uniform pressure on ;the 
body surfaces, (ii) a gentle flow upstream along the surfaces, 
and (iii) a negative pressure at the point of separation [s].
Mr. Baines had conducted several experiments to correlate 
velocity distribution to pressure distribution^#. Several rules 
he had deduced from the results by which pressure distribution 
and wind loads can be predicted for buildings in any specified 
wind field.

The application of pressure contours ( see Fig. 2.3A3) are
i) evaluation of wind loads,
ii) illustration of the direction of flow of pollutants released 

from buildings,
iii) determination of direction of surface motion of deposited rain,
iv) general shape of snow drifts around buildings.

Such a list shows the practical advantages to be gained from 
any summarization of pressure distributions on building shapes.

' j—4

Fig. 2.34,3 Pressure distribution, tall building in a.constant 
velocity field (source : see bibligraphy [8]).
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B) BUILDINGS :

In the proper design of buildings and building groups, window 
openings, overhangs, and other architectural elements there 
must be an understanding of how outdoor wind flow is shaped 
by architecture. In this part the author discusses three 
major aspects of wind flow from the available literature survey. 
These are 1) general air patterns around buildings, 2) the 
distribution of air pressure around a building, and 3) wake-flow,
i.e. the wind shadow region developed behind a separating 
shear layer that contains low-velocity (relative to freestream 
flow) recirculating eddies, or vortices as they are sometimes 
called. These three aspects depend on the following three 
major principles which govern the flow of air : a) Inertia, 
b) Friction, and c) Pressure (Yj .

Inertia : Moving air has inertia just like any other moving
body, and once set in motion it has a tendency to 
continue in the same direction until diverted by 
some external body or force.

FIG. 2.3a ( see bibliography [s] )
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Friction : Moving air produces friction whenever it comes in
contact with other bodies. This friction reduces 
the speed of air and sometimes alters its pattern.

Faster

Slower
Higher

lower
Fig. 2.3b (Source : see bibliography [5] )

Pressure : . Air travels from a high pressure area to a low
pressure area. These pressures are caused by 
such factors as temperature gradient and the 
interaction of moving air with external bodies [5].

High Higher2i§ low
lower

Fig. 2.3c (Source : see Bibliography [5] )

The basic air flow pattern around an isolated building normal 
to wind is shown below

■u

I

M = Mainstream flow- 
V = Vortex flow

velocity
profile

Fig. 2.3d]_ Basic air flow pattern (source : see bibliography [27] ).
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Fig. 2.2d2 Three dimensional view of wind flow pattern (source : see 
bibliography [27] ).

At the top of the windward wall the velocity of air is maximum. 
Near to the ground the air is moving more slowly and the pressure 
remains low. These together cause a downward flow along the 
front of the building. The air passes along the sides of the 
building and over the roof to the comparatively low pressure 
zone on the leeward side [27]. Eddies will arise at the corners 
of the building and be carried off by the main flow. In the 
lee of a building, the wind will return one way or another to 
this area of low pressure, causing a 1wind shadow* zone of slow 
speed flow and turbulence behind the building. This pattern of

18



air flow depends on the steady velocity of wind. In the wake 
zone , wind speed is too low to have natural ventilation for 
thermal comfort if any building is built within that zone. So 
dimension of wind shadow zone is very important to know for 
achieving improved site layout.

The shape of an isolated building dictates the pattern of air 
flow around it. B.H.Evans had shown the basic effects on an 
obstruction to the wind [l?]. His works utilized scale models 
in a wind tunnel to investigate variations in the basic pattern 
of air flow around a building by changing the dimensions one at 
a time. The depth, length, or height of a building and the tilt
of the roof were each changed in turn to observe the extent of 
its influence on the wind shadow (see Fig. 2.3e to 2.3n ).

i---r

one cube module

Addition

Fig. 2.3e Baisc dimensions : given in unit equal to one cube module 
(source : see bibliography [17]).
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The test results are divided into five catagories so that 
effects on natural wind flow of each of the variables may 
be studied individually. The test results are shown below 
with the help of diagrams

BASIC SHAPE :

1) Test — » I i l A I
Variations in depth of a flat roofed building.

Fig. 2.3f ( Source : see bibliography [l?] )

Result : If 'd* increases, 1(downwind eddy) decreases.
This shortening of wake depth continues until 
•d' reaches to '2d'.
Beyond '2d', these phenomena do not result in 
any appreciable further increase in the depth 
of wake(Wd).

20



Variations in the height(h) of a flat roofed 
building.

Test — > I 1 1S I

113$ d

Fig. 2.3g (source : see bibliography [l?] )

Result : If ’h* increases, ’W^1" increases ( provided 'd'
remaining constant). Although an increase in 
the height of this simple block shape affects 
the- downwind eddy considerably, the basic air 
pattern does not change.

21



SHAPE DIFFERENTIALS :

2) Test — > i 21A I
Variations in the basic shape (in depth *d*) 
of a flat roofed rectangular block.

Fig. 2.3h (source : see bibliography [l?] )

Result : Depth of downwind eddy diminishes as the depth
('d*) of the shape is increased up to '2d*. This 

• substanciates the conclusion of test 1 and 
emphasizes the fact that a thin mass provides a 
greater wake area than does a heavy mass of the 
same ’h' & 'L'.

22



Concerns the effect of the length('L') of a 
shape on downwind eddy.

Test — » 12 16 I

PLANS

Fig. 2.3i ( source : see bibliography |l7| )

Result : As the length(‘L*) of the shape increases, *d*
& 'h' remaining constant, the length and depth 
of wake also increases.

23



OVERHANGS :

3) Test — > | 3< A I
Intends to show how roof overhangs of various 
lengths affect the air flow characteristics of 
several basic rectangular flat roofed shapes.

Pig. 2.3j ( source : see bibliography [l7] )

Result : It indicates that overhangs, even very large
overhangs, either on the upwind side or the 
downwind side of a flat roofed building have 
very little effect on the depth of the 
downwind eddy.

24



Test — > I 31 B |

Concerns how the air pattern changes for the 
block having overhangs on both sides.

Fig. 2.3k (source : see bibliography jl?] ) 

Result : Same as Test | 31 A |

OPENINGS :

Test — > t 4 IA I
Shows how the basic openings in several building 
shapes affect the air flow around and downwind 
of the building.

25



Openings are from ceiling 
to floor. Wind direction 90°.

(i)
Openings are from ceiling 
to floor. Wind direction 50

(ii)

Fig. 2.31 Wind shadow pattern through openings ( source : see 
bibliography [l7] ).
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Result : In both tests, each opening regardless of
location reduced the depth of wake(W^) and 
length of the downwind eddy.

Test ---1-41 B I

Concerns openings, as seen in section (see 
Fig. 2.3m) through a flat roofed building.

Fig. 2.3m (source : see bibliography [l?] )

Result : Even though openings in the building with
the flat roof do not decrease the downwind 
eddy considerably, it is possible by correctly

27



locating the openings to keep through 
ventilation, so essential in warm humid 
climates. From the standpoint of summer 
ventilation in these warm humid climates 
this could provide more satisfactory results 
than reducing the wake depth.

ORIENTATION :

Test --> I 5 I

Shows how several different kinds of buildings 
affect the wind flow around them under various 
orientations with respect to the wind (see 
Fig. 2.3n).

(i) (ii) (iii)

Key Shapes — ->

(iv)
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Fig. 2.3n Wind flew pattern around different shapes of buildings under various orientations ( source : see bibliography
. [W]).
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Result : The results of tests show that a building 
placed perpendicular to the wind results 
in a greater downwind eddy than if the 
building is placed at an angle to the breeze.

Conclusions :

With each type of building there is an orientation that provides 
a minimum downwind eddy and another orientation which provides a 
maximum downwind eddy. This knowledge can be of invaluable aid 
in properly orienting building groups so that each building will 
receive as much breeze as possible(particularly in a warm humid 
climate). For climates with moderately cold weather, this 
information can be of value in properly placing a building so 
that living rooms will have maximum protection from the cold winds.

In his wind tunnel works, Evans employed constant vertical 
velocity flow only. .

Study Of Air Flow Pattern Between Two Buildings :

The pattern of air flow around a building depends on the 
characteristics of the approaching wind, on the immediate 
surroundings, and on the size and shape of the building itself. 
The wind cannot impinge directly on buildings which are no taller 
than their neighbors. In such a case the mainstream of wind
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passes over the roof tops, and the streets in the vicinity 
are usually sheltered unless the wind is blowing directly along 
them. A building which is substantially taller than its
surroundings presents a large obstruction to the wind, deflecting 
it both horizontally and vertically from its original course [36] .

comer
streams

small •vortex flew •
distam

approximate position of 
maximum speed in comer 
stream.

distance approximate position of 
maximum speed in vortex 
flow.

Fig. 2.3o Wind flew pattern between high and low rise blocks 
(source : see bibliography (36] ).
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Air flow pattern around a tall building with a low building to 
windward is shown in the above figure. As the wind approaches 
the tall building, it gradually diverges until, at the windward 
wall, upward and downward flows occurs. The effect of increasing 
the space to windward of the tall building is to elongate the 
vortex, but at large spacings the stabilising influence of the 
low building is lost, and the vortex becomes weak and variable 
in position.

The effect of tall blocks in mixed developements has been 
examined in experiments conducted by the Building Research 
Station in Great Britain [4fJ . The Fig. 2.3p shows how the 
air stream separates from the face of a tall block to form a 
large vortex leading to substantially high pressure build-up 
near ground level.

vortex flow
Fig. 2.3p Air stream separation at the face of building 

(source : see bibliography [45] ).



An increased velocity is found at ground level at the sides of 
tall block. This could serve a useful purpose in the creation 
of thermal comfort in hot climates although if the tall block 
is not fully closed but is permeable to wind, these effects 
may be reduced.

A series of studies in Australia (4 .̂] , relating to low industrial 
buildings, produced the surprising result that if a low building 
is located in the wind shadow of a tall building, the increase 
in height of the obstructing block will increase the air flow 
through the low building in a direction opposite to that of 
the wind (see Fig. 2.3q ).

Fig. 2.3q Reverse flow behind a tall block ( source : see 
bibliography [43] ) .

Experiments at the Architectural Association Department of 
Tropical Studies yielded the following results [29] :

1. If single story buildings are placed in rows in a grid-iron 
pattern, stagnant air zones leeward from the first row will
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overlap the second row. A spacing of six times the building 
height is necessary to ensure adequate air movement for the 
second row (see Fig. 2.3r ).

d = 6h (minimum)

Fig. 2.3r (source : see bibliography [29] ).

2. If the buildings are staggered in a check-board pattern, the 
flow is much more uniform, stagnant air zones are almost 
eliminated (see Fig. 2.3s ).

Fig. 2.3s (source : see bibliography [29] ).

Conclusions :

From the above results it appears that if the building blocks 
are placed in a grid-iron pattern, then

'd1 = 6 'h' (to get proper ventilation)
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Where ’d * = Distance between two blocks 
back to front.

& 'h* = Height of the windward block,
provided the width remaining constant.

But the relationship between length and width of building and 
wake has not been considered here. In this case the experimental 
results of B.H.Evans [17] may help to correlate with the above 
theory.

Study Of Air Flow Pattern Between Groups Of Buildings :

More and more the effect of wind is taken into account by 
designers. When designing a complex of new buildings, it 
should be possible to consider the overall effects of the wind, 
but also make positive use of it. In a period of great urban 
expansion when large new residential areas are planned and 
designed, the design task is shared by town planners and 
architects. The patterns of air flow through such large 
built-up areas cannot be predicted by simply adding up patterns 
around individual buildings.

One research project in progress [4] on wind effects in urban 
areas make use of a basic model in the wind tunnel : These are 
blocks of square buildings in chequer-board arrangement. The 
block consists either of a court building or of a plot of 
three row buildings facing in varying directions. The squares 
are separated by streets which were varied in width in successive
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models. The height and depth of the buildings are also varied
in a number of the tests. In the "crackly-arrangement11, a 
pattern of square buildings is changed by introducing different 
sizes of squares. Every set of small scale (1:250) models is 
exposed to wind ranging over 360; Its effects are measured at 
intervals of 15*(see Pig. 2.3t).

60 m

O
w

T D D  r " '

In a broad street wind approaching 
parallel to its axis will effect 
the highest velocity.

l U o

!ns^05f

U L  ̂!

c

velocity
profile

In arrangement with shorter 
streets the highest wind speeds 
occur when the wind approaches 
the street axis at a small angle

JDD
i O OoiDDr

wind rose

Fig. 2.3t Air flow pattern between groups of buildings (source : see 
bibliography [4]).
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In the central courtyard of the court buildings the wind comes 
down in eddies. When the buildings are 12 meter height(or less), 
the air flow into the courtyards will continue over the roofs of 
the buildings into the street..Depending on the width of the 
street, this outflow of air from the courtyards will influence 
the air pattern in the street (see Fig. 2.3u).

vortex flow

h=30mlarge wind 
\shadow zorie

(source bibliography
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The following figure shows how the original air flow in the 
street is forced against the walls by the courtyard stream, 
(see Fig. 2.3v)

Fig. 2.3v Effects of courtyards cn wind flow pattern around groups 
of buildings ( source : see bibliography [4]).

Narrower streets do not offer sufficient horizontal scope for 
the formation of large helpful eddies. Only in streets broader 
than 30m can such helpful eddies exist. A wide street allows 
wind approaching perpendicular to its axis the opportunity to
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achieve high velocity. In narrower streets, air masses
approaching at 45° were found to cause the strongest winds.

From the above experiment the following observations can be made :

i) In square court building ( lower than 12m. height ), air 
flow arising in tie courtyards proceeds over the houses 
into the streets. In higher court buildings, no such 
flow arises ; the moving air remains in the courtyard 4̂ 1*3 2.3u)

ii) Streets broader than 30m. allow room for a horizontal 
eddy originating from the air flow around building 
block.

iii) In a wide street, wind approaching perpendicular to the 
street axis will cause the highest velocity, in narrower 
streets 45° angled approach results in the highest 
wind speed.

iv) Reducing the size of the courtyard will lower the speed 
of the wind.
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C) WIND FLOW HTERRACTION WITH LANDSCAPING :

Landscape design elements, including plant materials (trees, 
shrub, vines, etc.), walls, fences, and other structure affect 
air movement. Robert F. White has done some experimental 
studies at the Texas A & M University’s Engineering 
Experimentation Station. The following figure shows the air 
air stream pattern about a solid paper model of a round form 
tree ( Fig. 2.3C1) :

Fig. 2.3C1 (source : see bibliography [44] )

The following mass of a tree serves as an obstacle to the 
passage of air. The speed of the air movement directly
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underneath the tree was measurably increased with respect to 
speeds at stations of the same height on the lee and windward 
sides of the tree [44] .
CONCLUSIONS :-
On the basis of the model test, the following evidences are listed :

1. Planting can materially affect the movement of air through 
and about buildings.

2. Planting may cause an actual change of direction of air 
flow within the building.

3. Planting on the lee side of buildings has little or no 
affect on the movement of air through the building unless 
it is in such a position that it obstructs the outlet 
openings.

Tests results are shown below 

HEDGES : Low, medium, and high.

Low : Less than 3'-0" high.

n ____
AT 8ULOH3 1 FEET FROM BUU3W

Q FEET FROM SOLOING 20 FEET FROM 8UL0MG

Fig. 2.3C2 Wind flow through hedges (source : see bibliography [44] ).
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Medium Hedge High Hedge

AT 8UL0ING

10 FEET FROM 8ULOMG

Fig. 2.3Cg Wind flew through hedges (source : see bibliography (44|).
Result : High hedge should be placed at a distance of 20*-0" from

the building opening to get natural ventilation inside the 
building. Medium and small hedges have little effect on 
the blockage of natural ventilation through a building.

SHRUBS 5 FEET ON CENTER 

S m a ll S h ru b s

Medium Shrubs

AT BUILDING

5 FEET FROM BUILDING

AT BULGING
O FEET FROM BUILDING*

Fig. 2.3C4 Wind flew through shrubs (source : see bibliography [44]).
Result : Medium size shrubs should be placed at a distance of 10ft.

from the opening of a building to get maximum ventilation.
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TREE

S rtIT fKM 8UL0MS JT OHtn

u a r t t r  /<»OM aM£M3 at & *??»

Fig. 2.3C5 Wind flow through, tree (source : see Bibliography (44]).
Result : For single story building a tree of 30'-0" high should be placed at a distance of lO'-O" from the opening whereas for two story building the distance should be 30’-O'*.

Hedge tree

we* at SmuTM w e  s ftrr maw «xow6

Fig. 2.3Cg Wind flew throu^i hedge and tree (source : see 
bibliography [44]).
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PLAN

Fig. 2.3C7 (source : see bibliography Fig. 2.3Cg (source : see bibliography
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x r c _ _ ^ = = A ?

T V

mjm

hcocc <0 ftrr mom mMjpm im zo Fi*r ftKM mmjBm comm
SCCTKM A

srnmm • s c

h€DGC 10 ftrr f#CN SULDCiC7*ti s nir rmm

T*C£ 20 r t a  t * m  kMStSA

Fig. 2.3Cg (source : see •
bibliography [44]).

I ACM NE66U 5 :U? rvcM w.AiC «iC6t> A /itr 
f*cm

Fig. 2.3C^q Hedge-building Combinciions
(source : see bibliography [44])
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2.4 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES :

A) FULL-SCALE :-
The pattern of air flow around a building depends on the 
characteristics of approaching wind, on the immediate 
surroundings, and on the size and shape of the buildings itself.
The higher a building, the stronger the wind operating at its 
summit. A tall building often brings strong local wind problems 
to pedestrians(in particularly cold climatic zone). The 
characteristics of such interactions should be investigated, 
before construction of any tall building. A wind tunnel test 
is a convenient method for estimating wind patterns and flows; 
but it is difficult to make air flow in wind tunnels represent 
all. of the characteristics of natural wind flow.
Some researchers have tried to determine local wind problems at the 
pedestrian level by measuring wind flow around full-scale tall 
buildings [25] . For example, Hatsuo Ishizaki and Yuzo Yoshikawa 
developed a case study in Kobe city, Japan, where two tall 
buildings —  Kobe Shoko Boeki Center and Sanbo Hall —  were 
erected close together. The experiment has been discussed in 
the Appendix A . A summary of.wind effects on people based on 
the BEAUFORT SCALE is given below [37] in tabular form (see 
Table 2.4 ) :
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TABLE : 2.4

Type of Breeze
Beaufort
Number

Speed
M/S-

Effects

Calm,Lightair
0, 1 0 - 1 . 5 Calm, no noticeable 

wind.

Lightbreeze 2 1.6 - 3.3 Wind felt on face.

Gentlebreeze 3. 3.4 - 5.4 * Wind extends light 
flag.•Hair is disturbed. Clothing flaps.

Moderatebreeze 4 5.5 - 7.9 •Raises dust, dry soil and loose paper • Hair disarranged.

Freshbreeze 5 8.0 - 10.7 •Forces of wind felt on body.• Drifting snow become 
airborne.•Limit of agreeable wind on land.

Strong
breeze

6 10.8 - 13.8 • Umbrellas used with 
difficulty.• Hair blown straight.• Difficult to walk 
steadily.' Wind noise on ear unpleasant.

Near gale 7 13.9 - 17.1 Inconvenience felt 
when walking. -

Gale 8 17.2 - 20.7 • Generally impedes progress.• Great difficulty with balance in gusts.
Stronggale 9 20.8 - 24.4 People blown over by 

gusts.
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From the above table.it can be inferred that at a-speed of 
5 m/s wind begins to be unpleasant, at 10 m/s it is 
definitely disagreeable, and at 20 m/s it is likely to be 
dangerous. Where developments involve more than one tall 
building, proper wind flow studies are essential for the comfort 
and safety of people. • Appendix A shows an example of the nature 
of wind at the pedestrian level. It is therefore also necessary to 
conduct experiments with wind flow pattern in full-scale.

B) MODEL-SCALE (WIND TUNNEL)

The behavior of wind in built-up areas can be predicted by the 
use of wind tunnel techniques. In general, a building will 
not be constructed in an isolated spot in an urban context, but 
somewhere in populated and, therefore, built-up surroundings. 
These surrounding "obstructions" will modulate the wind. An 
irregular surface in front of the actual test section, which 
constitutes a scale version of an urban environment, creates 
a "boundary layer". Within the boundary layer, wind speeds 
are slower close to the ground, and faster at higher elevations. 
The curve which shove the change of velocity with height is 
known as the "velocity profile".

Velocity-height Curve :
velocityprofile
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There are different types of wind tunnels available. Some of 
them are discussed below, together with their respective 
advantages and disadvantages.

1) Closed Loon Tunnel : (Doughnut)
Propeller Tunnel

shell

High loss

Advantages :
• Controlled flow.
• No inlet suction.
• No outlet pressure.
• Recycles air thus uses 
less energy to run.

• Control temperature.
• Control noise.
Disadvantages :
• Large area occupied.
• Extra costs involvements

2) Open Loon Tunnel :
i) National Physical Laboratory (London) Type : 

"PULLER" .
, Pap# honeycomb SWtm for vWodty 

smoothan# gmd*#* r#gW#6om

Fig. 2.4b (source : see bibliography [29] ).
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ii) University of Liverpool Type : 
"PUSHER"

Lunifttuiiinai smio# of AA low-spcrd opra-jn wind (unnri 
(KrrsU Imfth: iS ft. o in.; WMrinwwi h*i*ht: 7 ( to  in. Air- 
How w from left to rtyfet.

AVr:
1 Flared intake 
s Kan
3 Wirt fauxr srrten

# Mada*

Fig. 2.4c (source : see bibliography [40]).

Advantages :

• Small area occupied.
• Low cost.
• Uniform velocity of air.

Disadvantages ;
• Less controlled flow.
• Inlet suction.
• Outlet pressure.
• New air required.
• Uses more energy to run.
• No noise control.
• No effective temperature 
control.



3) Subsonic Wind Tunnel
(M.I.T., Wright Brothers)

*ee7rov

irc/a&CW/C. TC/AM
//V&T/rurS. OF- TOCMVaceXrY
a*CTWe&T MBMCterAV. TZ/WSL

a&TO&a* /996

Fig. 2.4d (source ; see bibliography [6]).

Motor : 2000 hp.Squirrel Gage Industrial motor 4 Synchronous speeds 1200, 900, 650, 450 RPM

Volume : 170

Propeller : 13" Diameter6 blades wood Controllable pitch 
Blade width =1.08' 
Width ratio =0.50
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Wind Tunnel Testing Techniques :

To model the turbulent flow conditions induced by buildings, 
it is necessary to place the model building in a model of the
natural wind, which as a minimum must reproduce the correct 
mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles [6l (see

• Pig. 2.4B4 for reference).

vertical turbulenceintensity at h

longitudinal Turbulence 
Intensity, Iv = (Tv/ ^h •

6*w = standard deviation of vertical velocity component
(Tv = standard deviation of longitudinal velocity component
Vh = wind speed at height 'h* above 

ground level
Iv = longitudinal turbulence intensity
Iw - vertical turbulence intensity

Pig. 2.4B4 (source : see bibliography [6] )

A model.of a specific building complex along with adjacent 
buildings is required in sufficient detail to ensure that the 
aerodynamic flow fields are satisfactorily modelled. An 
example of a model set-up is described in appendix B.
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Any study of internal or external airflow velocities can be 
made more meaningful when combined with flow visualisation 
studies. Care must be taken, however, to ensure that the 
techniques used indicate realistic flow patterns.
Use of tufts of threads with one end attached to model surfaces 
or fine wires fixed between the surface of a space present a 
pollution free method for flow visualization [6]. This technique 
is useful for flow visualization of airflows around buildings 
to determine changes - in flow pattern responsible for pressure 
changes. Figures 2.4Ci and 2.4C2 are typical examples shown 
below using woolen tufts for airflow visualization around 
buildings.
In PART III, author has undertaken several outdoor experiments 
by using bluff bodies and woolen tufts to show the flow pattern 
of wind around the bluff bodies.

C) MODEL-SCALE ( NATURAL WIND ) : -
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3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES



3.1 RESULTS :

The author constructed scale "building models in wood representing 
"bluff "bodies. Wood was chosen for strength and durability. The 
models were built to the scale of 1/8" * 1'-O"(approximately 
1:100). The base for the models is of 1/8" thick masonite board 
painted black. The use of woolen tufts with one end free and 
the other end attached to the model base on model surfaces 
provides a method for the visualization of air flow around 
buildings including changes in flow pattern responsible for 
pressure changes. Photographs of tuft behavior under different 
wind orientations and using different building shapes in an 
urban context are shown in the experiments described below. 
Sketches derived from photographs also help to show the 
shape and the dimensions of the downwind wake under 
different conditions.

The results obtained in this way are compared with the 
results of previous experimental observations by other 
researchers, leading to recommendations for improved site 
planning layouts capable of achieving natural thermal 
comfort under warm humid climatic conditions.
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Experimental Results :

CASE # 1 . 0  :
As wind blows against the face of a building a high pressure 
zone develops. As wind flows upwards over the roof, a low 
pressure zone is created adjacent to the roof. This low pressure 
zone extends downwind of the building and creates a zone of wind

block (b) 
Plan

Aspect Ratio : 
- 0.625

ir " 1*°

Result 2

Elevation
Fig. 3.1a Wind f]^ pattern ajoound an isolated single block

shadow within which airflow velocities are much reduced. In 
case # 1.0, an isolated building with its height(1h') equal to 
its lengthC’L'), the wake depth('W') is 2g times 'h', the height 
of the building. Further experiments have been done to investigate 
wind effects with groups of buildings. The unit of linear 
measurement used throughout this report will be 'h', the height 
of the model utilized in case # 1.0.



L=
 2
h

CASE ft 1.1

h * height of each block 
W = d^rth of wake 
b = depth of each block 
L ■ leigth of each block
Aspect Ratio :

%.= 0.625 h

Result :
W = 3h

Fig. 3.1b Wind flow pattern around tvo identical blocks having no 
gap between then.
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CASE # 1 . 2  :

Fig. 3.1c Wind flew pattern between two identical blocks placed 
placed side by side with a gap of between them.

In Case # 1.2(with a gap between blocks) is smaller than that in 
Case # 1.1(with no gap between blocks), because the gap between 
the two blocks allows air to flow from the high pressure zone 
into the low pressure zones or wind shadow area, thus reducing 
the wake depth. Wind speed at the downwind end of the gap is 
higher than at the upwind or entrance side of the gap. This 
apparently helps to reduce wake depth at the leeward side of the 
blocks.
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CASE # 1.3 :

Aspect Ratio :

| = 0.625 h
L = 1.0h

Result :W = 2h

In Case #1.3, the wake depth is less than that in Case # 1.2.
As the gap "between two blocks increases, the velocity of wind az 
the downwind end of the gap increases, and as a result the wake 
depth decreases. Dimensions of the blocks were kept The sane in 
all cases.
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CASE # 1.4 :

2i- h = W

for each block 
Aspect Ratio :

5 = 0.625 n

h

Result :
W h

Fig. 3.1e Gap (ĝ ) betvreen two blocks is 1/3 h.

In-Case '# 1.4, with a gap equal to 1/3 h, the wake depth now 
begins to increasing compared to Case # 1.3(with a gap of in); 
the wind speed at the downwind side of the gap is less than 
that in Case # 1.3. It therefore appears that in order to 
minimize wake depth, the gap width should be approximately ih.
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CASE # 1.5 :

Fig. 3.If Gap(g^) between two blocks is *sh.

In Case # 1.5, the gap between the two blocks has been increased 
from-1/3 h to ih. With this further increase in gap width, the 
wake depth increased from 2:j-gh to 2gh. In Case # 1.5, no 
acceleration in wind speed is apparent within the gap between the 
buildings. Thus no noticeable reduction in wake depth takes 
place.
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CASE # 1.6 :

Fig. 3.1g Gap(g^) between two blocks is h.

In Case'# 1.6, the wake depth is more or less similar to 
Case # 1.0. Here, due to the long gap between the blocks, each 
block behaves as an isolated body. The interbuilding jet at 
this wider width now has very little influence over the depth 
the downwind wakes.
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Conclusion :

Given two freestanding rectangular building blocks sited side 
by side perpendicular to the wind, the gap between them should, 
from the above experiments and the nature of the 'gap width - 
Wake Depth Curve'(see Fig. 3.1h), be equal to between 1 th and 
Ird of the height of the blocks, whichever is taller(in case 
one is higher than the other).

Table 3.1 shows the relation between wake depth(W), and 
building depth(b), length(l), and height(h) :

TABLE : 3.1

Case
#

Length x depth x height 
(L) (b) (hi

Gapbetween 
two blocks

(gw)

Wakedepth
(w)

For each block 
Asnect Ratio

b
h

L
h

1.1 2h x |h x hO 0 3h 0.625 2.0

1.2 h x %h x h 8 2*h 0.625 1.0

1.3 lh4 2h

1.4 2l6h

1.5 2h 25h
1.6 h 2~h

8
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CASE # 2.0

The narrower dimension of the same rectangular "block (used in 
Case # 1.0) is now sited perpendicular to the wind direction. 
The depth(h) of the block is equal to height(h) of the block. 
The length(L) is now 5/8 h.

Aspect Ratio :
b =
h

L .
h

Result :

1.0

0.625

W = 1- h

l4i = W

Fig. 3.1i Wind flew pattern around a building block placing the 
Shorter length of the block cn windward side.

In case # 2.0, Wake depth (V/) is less than that of 
Case # 1.0. Placing the building’s shorter length 
to windward decreases wake depth. With this same orientation 
the following experiments were done.
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CASE # 2.1 :

Aspect Ratio :
c = 1.0

h = 1-zs

Result :
W = 2gh

Fig. 3.1j Wind flew pattern around two identical blocks placed 
side by side having no gap(gw) between them.

As expected, as the length of the block increases, the depth 
of wake also increases.



CASE # 2.2 :

SLOCKI

b = h

for each block 
Aspect Ratio :

C = 0.625 n
Result : W

Fig. 3.IK Wind flow pattern around two blocks placed side by side 
with a gap(gw) of 1/5 h between than.

In Case # 2.2, wake depth is decreased compared to Case 2.1, 
because of the gap between two blocks, which allows air from 
the high pressure zone to invade the low pressure area. Wind 
speed gradually increases as it passes through the gap from the 
windward side to the leeward side of the blocks.
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CASE # 2.3 :

• s: 
mico

for each block 
Aspect Ratio :

H = 0.625 n
Result : W = l|h

Fig. 3.11 Gap (gw) between two blocks is kh.

In Case # 2.3, wake depth is less than that in Case t 2.2.
The wind velocity at the downwind end of the gap increases 
compared to Case # 2.2. As the gap(gw),between the tVo blocks 
increases, at least up to this point, wake depth decreases.
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CASE # 2.4 :

BLOCK

BLOCK

h = b h = W

for each block 
Aspect Ratio :

£ = 1-0 n
^ = 0.625

1Result : W = l|h

Fig. 3.1m The gap(gw) between two blocks is Vh.

In Case # 2.4, wake depth is greater than in Case # 2.3 for 
the same reason as described in Case # 1.4. . It therefore 
appears that in order to minimize wake depth, the gap (gw) 
width should be approximately ih.



CASE # 2.5 :

Fig. 3.In Gap (gw) between two blocks is $$h.

In Case # 2.5, wake depth is greater than in Case # 2.4.
No acceleration in wind speed is apparent within the gap between 
the buildings. Thus no noticeable reduction in wake depth 
takes place.
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CASE # 2.6 :

for each block 
Aspect Ratio :

£ = 0.625 h

Result : W = l|h

Fig. 3.1o Gap (ĝ ) between two blocks is 'h'.

In Case # 2.6, wake depth is more or less similar to Case # 2.0. 
Here due to the long gap between the two blocks, each block 
behaves as an isolated body. The interbuilding jet at this wider 
width now has very little influence over the depth of the 
downwind wakes.
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Conclusion :

From the above experiments (Cases # 2.0 to 2.6) and the nature 
of the 'gap width and wake depth Curve(see Fig. 3.1p)> the gap 
(gw) for building blocks sited side by side and oriented with 
their shorter sides perpendicular to the wind direction, should 
be equal to between ith and 1/3 rd of the height of the blocks, 
whichever is taller.

The following table shows the relation between wake depth (W) and 
building width (lb), length(l), and height (h) :

TABLE : 3.2

Case Length x depth x height Gap Wake for each block
# (L) (b) (h) between depth Asnect Ratio

two blocks (w) b L
(gw) E R

2.1 lih x h x h 0 2gh 1.0 1.25

2.2 cgh x h x h I" ❖ 1.0 0.625

2.3 b 1gh

2.4 3h lih

2.5 ** 1Ih
2.6 h llh4
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CASE # 3.1 :

Fig. 3.let Wind flew pattern around four identical building blocks 
having no gap between them.

In Case # 3.1, wake depth is less than in Case § 1.1. 
Apparently the "building width(the dimension of the building 
perpendicular to the wind), here, has less influence over 
wake depth than the building length.
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CASE # 3.2

Fig. 3.It Wind flew pattern around six blocks having no gap 
between then.

In Case # 3.2, building depth (the dimension of the building 
perpendicular to the wind) has been increased by 1%h. From 
the test result, it is clear that if depth of the block 
increases, wake depth decreases. This shortening of wake depth 
continues until building depth('b') reaches 1^h. Tracing 
building depth of beyond M i h ’.does not result in any appreciable 
further decrease in wake depth (W).
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C A S E # i 4.1 I

Aspect

&

Ratio : 
= 0.625 
= 3.0

Result
W 3*ih.

Fig. 3.1S Wind flow pattern around three identical building 
blocks having no gap between them.

In Case # 4.1»-as the-building-length (L) increases, wake depth 
also increases,, as expected.
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CASE # 4.2 :

Aspect Ratio : 
v? =  1«0n
g = 1.875

Result : W = 2%h.

Fig. 3 .  I t  Wind flew pattern around three identical blocks placed 
side by side having no gap between them.

In Case 4.2, the building length has been decreased, while the
building depth (dimension perpendicular to the wind) has been
increased. As a result the wake depth decreases as compared to
Case # 4.1. But there is no significant change in wake depth
comparing to Case #3.1 (in which building length is 12h’ and
building depth is‘lih’) and Case # 3.2 (in which the building
length was also *2h’ and depth is 11-h').8

b = h
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The following table shows the variation of depth of wake due 
to the changes of Aspect Ratio (̂ ) with (^) :
TABLE 3.3

Case # (b/h)Aspect Ratio with(L/h)
Depth of wake 

(W)

fTTSl b/h = 0.625 L/h - 1.0 2lh

1 i .1J b/h = 0.625 L/h - 2*0 3h

E23 b/h =1.0 L/h = 0.625 ' b

am b/h = 1.0 L/h =1.25 2ih

nzn , b/h = 1.25 L/h = 2.0 22lh

nm b/h = 1.875 'L/h = 2.0 e

e h b/h = 0.625 L/h =3.0 3ih

nm b/h = 1.0 L/h = 1.875 24lh

The following observations can be made from the above results 
shown in the table :
1) If b/h is kept constant and L/h is increased, the depth of 

wake (W) increases, i.e. W**L/h (if b/h is constant).
2) If L/h is kept constant and b/h is decreased, then depth of 

wake (W) decreases. But if b/h is decreased to below 1 then 
wake depth (W) increases(see case #1.1 ).

This substantiates the conclusion of test case # 1.1 and
emphasizes the fact that a thin mass provides a greater wake
area than does a heavy mass of the same 'h* and ‘L 1.
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CASE # I 5 .0  I

Fig. 3.1v Wind flew pattern around four building blocks of same
heic^it placed side by side without any gap between then.

In Case # 5.0, if the height of the building block increases, 
wake depth also increases. Therefore, height has direct influence 
over the extent of wake depth.
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CASE # 5.1 :

Fig. 3.1w Shorter side is oriented normal to the wind direction.

In Case # 5.1, the building length has "been decreased, while 
building depth (parallel to the wind) has been increased. As a 
result, wake depth decreases as compared to Case # 5.0. This 
phenomenon had also been observed in Case #3.1 where building 
height was ’h*. 3o apparently, irrespective of building height, 
the building depth has less influence over the wake depth than 
building length.
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Depth of windshadow or wake (W) of a building in terms of 
building height('h'), length('D'), and depth(':b') is shown in 
the following table based on the previous experimental results

TABLE 3.4

Case#
Building Form HoofPitch Depth of

Wake (W) x h
Wind Direction
----- >

Aspect Ratio
Length x width x height (L) (b) (hT

0
h

L
R

1.0 h x 5/8 h x h 0° 2§ 0.625 1.0

1.1 2h x 5/0 h x h 0° 3 0.625 2.0

4.1 3h x 5/8 h x h 0° 3i 0.625 3.0

2.0 5/8 h x h x h 0° ’ t 1.0 0.625

2.1 lih x h x h 0°
pi

1.0 1.25

3.1 2h x lih x h 0° 1.25 2.0

3.2 2h x l|h x h 0° 4 1.875 2.0

5.0 2h x lih x ?h 0° 9 0.625 1.0

5.1 lih x 2h x 2h 0° 3
PI

1.0 0.625

From the above table, it has been found that building height 
has great influence on the wake" depth at leeward side. For 
example , the Aspect Ratio with L/h in case § 5.0 is similar 
to case # 1.0. But wake depth is quite larger in case # 
5.0. than in case # 1.0 .
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Since air movement is vital for comfort, buildings must be 
well spaced to allow wind to return to ground level when it 
has been deflected upwards by buildings to windward. The above 
table shows the results of experimental studies to find the 
size of the 'windshgdow' in lee of buildings of different 
proportions. The results appear to correspond with good spacing 
which permits adequate air movement in practice. In every case 
the Aspect Ratio(b/h with L/h) is important while considering 
wake depth.

Application of the above table 3.4 :-

1) The dimension of a proposed building can be used to find 
a shape of similar proportions in the above table. For 
example, the height (h) of a building = 8; Length(l) = 16; 
and depth (b) = 5.

Roof Pitch = 0°
Aspect Ratio :

E = 1 = 0*625 h 8

M - ’-

2) From above table, the depth of windshadow is found to be 
three times the height of the building : 3 x 8 = 24

The shaded area indicates the 
approx, shape of wake zone where 
air movement is very low, aid the 
dotted lines shew the limit within 
which other buildings requiring 
cross ventilation are not 
recommended to be pUced.
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CASE # 6 . 0  ; :

m  windward side the shorter length of a building block is 
oriented at an angle of 30° to the wind direction.

Aspect Ratio :
£ = 0.625 n

Result : W = Dsh

Fig. 3. lx Wind flew pattern around a building block placed at 30° 
to the wind direction.

The result of this experiment shows that a building placed 
perpendicular to the wind results in a greater downwind eddy 
(see case # 2.0) than if the building is placed at an angle of 
30° to the wind direction.
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CASE # 6.1

Fig. 3.1y Wind flew pattern around two blocks placed side by side 
without having any gap between them and oriented at 30® 
to the wind direction.

In Case #6,1, the wake depth is less than that in Case #
2.1 • In Calcutta, India, the most prevailing breeze comes 
(during summer period) from S-S3 to M-NVZ. So the building 
orientation at an angle of 30° to the wind direction may be 
recommended for avoiding greater wake zone at leeward side.



CASE # 6.2

In Case # 6.2, the wake depth is less than that in 2s.se r  

Aspect Ratio is same as in Case J4 2.3.



CASE # 6.3

Fig. 3.1aa1 Gap (ĝ ) between two blocks is 1/3 h.



CASE # | 6.4 t

Fig. 3. labi Gap (gw) between two blocks is $$h.



CASE # I T 3

Fig. 3.1aCiGap (ĝ ) between two blocks is 'h'.

Due to the long gap, the v/ir.dshadov/ or wake depth is more o
less similar to the case = 6.0 .



3.2 RECOMMENDATIONS :

Wind-driven passive cooling is vital for thermal comfort, 
particularly in those parts of the developing world located 
in the warm humid zone. To ensure good access to wind, 
buildings in such areas must be spaced or sited to avoid wind 
shadow zones of upwind structures. The following recommendations 
relate specifically to Calcutta —  located in a warm humid 
climatic area —  and are intended to facilitate improved site 
planning for natural ventilative cooling. These recommendations 
fall into two separate categories : 1) recommendations derived 
from the literature survey detailed above; and 2) recommendations 
based on the author’s own experimental studies.

Primarily design recommendations from the literature survey 
can be summarized as follows :- •

1. N

W ■E
S

With wind and sun from 
the west,rooms with two 
external walls facing 
north & south will have 
little air movement, but 
adequate protection from 
solar radiation.

Ni

W E
S

Rooms facing east & west 
will receive both 
prevailing breeze and 
solar radiation, a less 
combination.
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The careful placing of 
external walls can be 
used to create high and 
low pressure zones to achieve cross ventilation, 
in effect ’turning’ the 
air movement through 90°.

The staggering of rooms 
can be used to achieve 
the same result, obtaining 
the benefit of cross 
ventilation and protection 
from solar radiation at 
the same time.

5. Dwelling units having minimum 
dimensions parallel to the 
wind (i.e. one room deep ) 
provide good air movement in 
all rooms.

6. A wide street allows winds arriving perpendicular to its 
axis the opportunity to provide better ventilation to 
buildings on the downwind side of the street than in the 
case with narrow streets. For a 12m high building facing 
a road, the suitable minimum road width is 30m. [4] .

minimize depth of building

7. Trees can be planted to provide shade on east and west
walls without blocking air movement, provided they are
tall trees (without much foliage at lower levels) :
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8. Plantings on the windward side can cause a diversion of 
air flow around a building. But-planting on the leeward 
side of buildings has little or no effect on the air 
flow through the building unless it is in such a position 
that it obstructs the outlet openings [44-] .

The following guidelines are recommended for achieving 
natural thermal comfort :

Si
Wind direction jf? ̂
— ----------»■ 4 ® l
----------------- T-*“

4---- — >1S = Spacing

In the case of HEDGES :
a) If Hp < 3 ,-0", S = 5'-0" for comfortable ventilation
b) If 3'-0" < Hp < 6'-0", S = 10'-0" " " ”
c) If 6 1-0" < Hp 4 lO’-O" 3 = 25*-0" " ” "

In case of SHRUBS :
a) If Hp < 3'-0", S = 3’-0" (minimum)
b) If 3 ’-0" < Hp < 6',-0\ S = 8'-0"
c) If 6'-0" 4 Hp 4 lO’-O”, 3 = lO'-O"

in case of TREES : A /

5,-0" high 
branching -

b
m

fr-25'-0"
Plan

a)
b)

c)

If H,

Elevation

30'-0", S = 30’-0" for comfortable ventilation
If "Che building height is lO’-O" or below, 1S* should be 
lO'-O" for good ventilation.
If the building height is lO'-O", 'S' should be 30'-0".
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The following recommendations are the summary of the major 
findings from the experimental studies of the author

1. ’Upwind buildings’ should, whenever possible, be subdivided 
or broken up into separate buildings with gaps or openings 
between them as opposed to longer, continuous volumes.

2. When the shorter sides of two 'upwind buildings' are sited
perpendicular to the wind direction, the gap width (gw)

1 1between them should be equal to between -rd and -th the 
height of the taller building, in order to minimize wind 
shadow depth to leeward ( see Oases # 2.0 to 2.6 ).

3w : GAP WIDTH

b  = or pth or
u p w i n d  awLoina

3. If the longer sides of two 'upwind buildings' are sited
perpendicular to the wind direction, the gap width (gv;)

1 1between them should again be equal to between -rd and -th 
the height of the taller building (see Cases # 1.0 to 1.6).

Wind

b = depth of

Building dimensions and 
wake depth are measured 
in terms of height (h).

upwind building
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4 If buildings are sited using a staggered or checkerboard 
pattern, wake depth can greatly be reduced compared to the 
situation with perpendicular wind by siting them at an 
angle of 30° to the direction of the prevailing breeze(see 
appendix, Pig. C-9). This way more buildings can be placed 
on the same area of land without affecting natural thermal 
comfort.

wind ^
90°to the
building
face

:p:., riSF

W = wake depth V/ > Wi

5. Several prototypical conditions have been studied for the 
climate of Calcutta, India. These include the effect of 
different street orientations on natural ventilation inside 
buildings. The following diagrams are drawn to show the 
results of the study. In each case, the gap between two
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buildings(gV/) was derived from the data shown in Table 3.4 
to provide optimum wake depth (V/) reduction.

a) In case of a street oriented in the 3-V/ direction :

prevailing 
summer breeze

f/ «««&«

<—  R O A D

Assumption(case study)
Height(h) of each 
building = 60'-0"
Length(L) " " " = 38'-0"
Depth(b) " » " = eO'-O"

L/h = 0.63 
b/h = 1.00

If the road width is taken as 40'-0", then allowable
maximum building height as per present building bye-laws
will be 60’-0". So the gap width(gv) between two buildings
should be minimum *h i.e. 15'-0". The minimum spacing (S)
between'upwind buildings'and 'downwind buildings' should be
at least 1-h, i.e. for this case, 67'-0" or about 70'-0".8

b) In case of a street oriented in the IT-3 direction 

N

prevailing 
summer breeze

Using the same dimensions of buildings as in 5(a), and the 
same road width, the minimum spacing(S) between 'upwind 
buildings' and 'downwind buildings' should be at least 67'-0" 
and gap width(gw ) should be 15'-0" minimum.
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c) In case of a road axis perpendicular to the prevailing
breeze direction :

prevailing
breeze

Assumption(case study)

•h' = 60'-0"
»V = 60’-0" 
'I* = 38'-0"
L/h = 0.63. b/h = 1.00

The gap width (g,v) between two 'upwind buildings' (as shown 
in the above figure) should be 82'-6" and the minimum 
spacing (S) between buildings should be at least 15'-0".

d) In case of a road axis parallel to the prevailing wind

The minimum spacing between 'upwind buildings' and 'downwind 
buildings' should be at least 142 '-o'1 and the minimum 
gap width (gw ) should be 15'-0".

6) Where more than one building height is utilized in a
complex, always place the lower structure to the windward
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and the higher structures to leeward

7. For any sizeable development, it is strongly recommended 
that a scale model of the proposed complex should be 
built for ventilation or air flow in the open air, in 
order to determine the wind flow patterns around the 
buildings. The base of the model is conveniently made of 
1/8 th inch thick .masonite board painted black, with 
building blocks constructed in wood. Use of white or 
light colored woolen tufts with one end free and the other 
end attached to the model base at model surfaces provides 
a useful method for the visualisation of air flow around 
buildings, including changes in flow pattern responsible 
for pressure changes. This type of testing helps to 
determine the optimum dimension of the gap between 
upwind buildings and the minimum spacing (5) between 
upwind and downwind buildings for optimum ventilation 
conditions (minimizing the effect of wind shadow zones).
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APPENDIX A

Hatsuo Ishizaki and Yuzo Yoshikawa developed a case study in 
Kobe city, Japan, where two tall buildings —  Kobe Shoko. Boeki 
Center and Sanbo Hall —  were erected close together. They had 
investigated to determine local wind problems at the pedestrian 
level by measuring wind flow around these tall buildings.

The plan view is shown in the Pig. A-1• In the plan A, B, B*,
B", 0, D, E, F, G-, & H represent the different measuring points 
at the pedestrian level. At these points anemometers were set 
to measure wind speed at different times. Also wind speed and 
wind directions at different times had been recorded at different 
levels of the two tall buildings. The result shows that wind 
speed is maximum at the locations where the distance between the 
two tall buildings is smallest. At the points B* and B" wind

/  \  
KOBE SHOKO

!*• BOEKI CENTER - 
' BUILDING

20 25

Fig. A-1. Site plan around the Kobe Shoko Boeki Center Building.
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speeds are slightly larger than the value at the point'B'.
At this nearest location of the two tall buildings, it had 
been observed that wind speed was about 0.55 times of wind 
speed at the top of the buildings. In cold climates, this 
result will help to achieve a suitable site layout to avoid 
the above mentioned wind problems at the pedestrian level.

The primary aim of this full-scale study was to provide 
comfortable and safe conditions for people outdoors. The 
effects of wind on people is therefore to be considered. The 
most serious effects are due to the force of wind, which increases 
with square of wind velocity [36].

Table 1

Measuring Point#
A

1974. & 17 1975. L 17

A 3-cup 3-cup
B GUI (3-dimen.) cm
B ' 3-cup
B " 3-cup
C 3-cup GUI (2-dimen.)
D Cm (2-dimen.) cm (2-dimen.)
E 3-cup 3-cup
F 3-cup 3-cup
G 3-cup
H 3-cup

Photo 1 Anemometer* mi on a tripod.
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APPENDIX B

WIND TUNNEL TESTING TECHNIQUES :

A model of the specific building complex along with adjacent 
buildings is required in sufficient detail to ensure that the 
aerodynamic flow fields are satisfactorily modelled. An example 
of such a model set up is shown in the Fig. B-1.

Fig. B -J . A  1/400 scale wind tunnel model set up for the measurement o f
environmental wind conditions in surrounding access-way$(i aercc [4 ]  ) ,

To reference 
piioi - stone tube

Flush set local 
static pressure

Local total 
pressure tube

. E mam pie Velocity pressure ratio

Fig. 0-2 Set up for measuring mean velocity pressure ratios in a model environ
mental wind flow investigation^^FCC [4 1 )

The velocity pressure can be simply measured by using a length 
of small diameter tube (e.g. 1-2 mm diameter), bent in the horizontal 
plane to measure total pressure and a surface static vent can be 
provided with a similar tube as shown in Fig. B-z« I f  only mean 
velocity pressure (dynamic pressures) are being measured, then the 
local static and total pressures from a number of stations can be 
displayed on a multitube manometer and the difference, which is the 
dynamic pressure, can be compared directly as a ratio with the 
reference dynamic pressure as shown in Fig.B-Z.This method requires 
very little expensive equipment and measurements at a number of 
stations can be made at the same time. The disadvantage is that the 
total pressure tubes have to be adjusted to point into the local flow 
direction for every change of total wind direction. The further 
disadvantage is that to get fluctuating or peak values, a pressure 
transducer and associated electronic equipment have to be used 
which involves the same degree of expense as the hot wire equipment.
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APPENDIX 0
MICROCLIMATE MOUND. BUILT FORM FOR CALCUTTA, INDIA : ..

The architects and planners, need meteorological information 
and comfort criteria as well as aerodynamic data for the 
design and layout of groups of buildings in towns. Meteorological 
information is available but it does not always relate as 
closely as may be desired to urban situations and there is 
need to build up new data in this area in order to achieving 
thermal comfort through proper site planning of building 
blocks. Design criteria and meteorological data, especially 
on the frequency of wind speeds of different magnitudes and 
related temperature, are also needed for design purposes.

The following discussion will help to analyse microclimate 
around built form. The author has undertaken a typical warm 
humid climatic area such as Calcutta, India, for the purpose 
of showing how to achieve comfort conditions in urban area 
on the basis of available meteorological informations.

Microclimate around built form within a typical warm humid 
climatic area such as Calcutta, India, can be illustrated 
with the help of diagram.(see fig. C - l  ) v
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SUNLIGHT :

. North side is shaded- for 
most of day, except for 
mornings- and evenings from 
late spring to early fall.

1. East side is shaded in afternoon.
. West side is shaded in morning-..
. South side receives direct 

sunlight everyday.
. East side and west side receive 

direct sunlight only in early 
part of day and in late part

• • of day respectively.
• North side receives direct sunlight only in early and 

very late part of day from late spring to early fall.

TEMPERATURE t . . .

.. • The north side of buildings are typically underheated 
all year.

. East side of building are typically warm in late day, 
except in winter.

. South side, is permanently overheated ( warm to hot ) .

. West side is warm in early day, except winter time.

WIND :
. Wind velocity increases around the base of built forms, 

around the edges, and the top.
• A downwash of wind prevails on the windward face of built forms.
. Vortices form at sharp corners and near ground surface.

Fig. 0-1

1 0 1



The following table shows the Relative Humidity (RH), 
Dry-Bulb (Db), and Wet-Bulb (W%) Temperature for Calcutta 
India, at different times from.January to December. This 
had been recorded since I960. The numerical values of 'RH 
• Dt)', and 'W^' are based on maximum times of occurence .

TABLE : CT-1
* -ir.

MONTH T I M E
4-30 A.M. 8-30 AM. 5-3K) P.M. 11-30 P.M.

RH.
% % RH.

X % % RH.
% % •>

RH.
% % %

JANUARY 66 495 •42 78 64 59 56 60 68 68 58 55-

FEBRUARY 56 51.6 44 75 € 5 60 62 83 n 58 59 51

MARCH 57 64.9 56 81 69 65 64 90 81 60 67 60

APRIL 71 65.3 59.5 71 70 64 56 87 74 84 71 68

MAX 83 70.1 67 74 80 74 67 93 83 89 75 71

JtlllE 87 78.9 76 80 83 79 77 90 84 76 81 75.3

JULY 90 76.1 74 86 82 79 86 83 79.6 87 78 74.8

AUGUST 67 76.6 67 68 81 73 61 87 76 67 79 71

SEPTEMBER 77 74.6 70 97 82 80 92 86 84 84 78 74.2

OCTOBER 77 73.5 68 93 79 77.5 85 85 81.5 84 75 71.2

NOVEMBER 79 68.7 64 74 77 70 67 80 71.6 62 71 62.3

DECEMBER 71 64.5 59 76 70 65 63 75 66.2 66 65 58
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At 4:30 A.M

(for ET)or
(fo r G ET) ^

NORMAL SCALE OF CORRECTED EFFECTIVE lEW E R A TU R E
a  «ob*ol 1^*1 l^ fu a  LK**o ittiU ll k :»u i w a *  .................... ** • • 1

0-4 Effective Temperature Curve for Calcutta
at 4:30 A.M. showing the comfort zone.



At 8:30 A.M.

(for E T )

(for GET)

120 iu

U 5-

SCALE OE^ CORRECT ED EFFECTIVE JERFERATURE

Fig. 0-5 Effective Temperature Curve for Calcutta
at 8:30 A.M. showing the comfort zone.
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td
{for I T )or

«f:5°
i

60" KO

At 5:30 2.M.

Lg. 0-6 Effective Temperature Curve for Calcutta
at 5:30 P.M. showing the comfort zone.



(For ET)

(tor GET)

NORMAL SCALE OF CORRECTED EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
ufcAt e illU H  lU M I A im  S iy u i 1***1 • •  1

Fig. 0-7 Effective Temperature Curve for Calcutta
at 11:30 P.M. showing the comfort zone.
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The following wind rose analysis is based on data available 
from Calcutta Meteorological Office, Each circle shows 
wind velocity in Km,/hr. Arrows show the direction of wind 
flow at different times.

I-ML 1 I-1B1200*1980 0012-1200& 2100-0011 & 1M0-2100

¥ / /

/ s

1800-0600 & 1200-2100

Fig. C-8i Wind rose analysis from the table CT-2 for 
Calcutta.
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m m m m . o o T o m

V 1
* - ih f

.

150̂ o W ^ -

1 /  

- ^ ^ 0300-1500

s

O f  1 2 % :  
— 1800

1800^1200 a

M E

io t e h b e1 BBCEMBER

1N W \  1 g n f r  ir

15CKJ-0W  V ^ " -------^ 3 0 0 - 1 5 0 0 0 0 1 2 - 0 0 ^ 2 ^ -

v  /  f  f 7 ^ 5 lS \ \  1 1 * M i f f

1 '

Fig. C-8ii Wind rose analysis from the table CT-2 
for Calcutta climate.
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From the Effective Temperature Curve (see Fig. C-4 to (J.-7), the 
following table has been prepared to show hot, comfort, and 
cold conditions in different months at different times. The 
arrow indicates wind direction.

TABLE : CT-2 CALCUTTA URBAN WIND PATTERNS

TOK
k SHOD IN B n./N r.

JAN. Mm. WR. MAY JIN. ME. MPT. OCT. MOV.
0000
to

0300 *2
4 to  1 6 to  2

8 to  4 8 to  4
10
to  4

s - &

1 to  4%.8 to  3 i  to  4 5 to  2\
S-SE >

C
4 t o  2

T
6 to  2
V

6 to  4

030 0

060 0
5 to  3 4 to  1

1U CO
5 9 to  5 12 to

S-SE V-

ID tO 
6

S-SEV-

ID to
4

8 to  4

7 to  4 \
S-SE V"

N-NE/
6 to  3

N-NE/
5 to  2

r
10 to  
6

060 0
to

0 90 0
9 to  4

"If
5 to  2

u  to
6

to
8

lb  to  
8 ^0 to

; -se v

16 to  
10

B-SE
L2 to  6

^0 to

\
S-SE ̂ 8 to  4 7 to  3 12 to 8

0 90 0to
1200

" t
10-6

" ■ f
14 to  
8

^ s w

16 to  
10z<?s-sw

20 to  
12

14 to  
8&

1 8 - 1 2

,S2-NE

12-8

1 2 - 8\
S-SE™ 12-8

If
10-5

V
1 2 - 1 0

1200
to

1500

12-7
12-6

16-10

&
18-12 28-16 16-10s-̂20-12sSL4-10 16-12

E-SE
12-8 10-6 14-10

1500
to

1900 V
14-8

r
14-8

V"
12-8

18-12 28-16 18-12

S - ^

20-14 14-8 12-8

E-SE V
10-5

ST
8-6

S”
10-6

1800
to

2100
5-1

7
8-4

12-6 20-14 14-8 14-10 14-6 10-4 8-4

A X”
8-2

V
10-6

^ - N W

6-3

2100to
000 0

5-1

V*
16-4

12-6
W-9W

10-6

S - 5 ^

14-8

S-S^.

12-6 10-3 8-3

\
5-2

<^N-NW

4-2

v
7-5

V
7-2

□  HOT > 78°F
ESH COMFORT 68° —  77 °F
C 3  COLD < 68°F
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Conclusion :

Desirable air movements should be utilized for natural thermal 
comfort, and as a result from vapor pressure during times of 
high absolute humidity. As long as the outdoor air temperature 
is very high and much above the body temperature, ventilation 
does not produce comfort. For the evaluation three types of 
wind data are necessary :
1. prevalence of winds in terms of percentage of time,
2. velocity in Km. per Hour,
& 3. general characteristics, such as cool, hot, and comfort 

breezes.
A breakdown of wind characteristics by monthly prevalence and 
velocity for each of the eight main directions is plotted in a 
tabular form ( see TABLE CT-2 ). This permits an easy 
interpretation of the relative importance of wind by direction 
and correlation between prevalence and velocity. In the 
evaluations desirable breezes were categorized as air movements 
occuring when effective temperature is above 70°F. The most 
comfortable breeze direction in Calcutta, a warm humid climatic 
zone, is from S-SW to N-NE during summer period. The 
overheated period is taken "to prevail from the end of April 
to the middle of. September. Conversely, air movements are 
rated as undesirable during the cold and transitional periods 
from the beginning of December to the end of January.
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The following figure shows the summarized wind vectors for 
summer and winter winds. -

very important prevails 
during overheated times

** mostly morning 
f \  and

evening winds

SUMMER WINDS

not / 
dangerous

most
undesirah 
winds in 
cold time

WINTER WINDS
Fig, C —9 Summarized wind vectors

Orientation of a "building is to be considered most important 
factor governing the quantum of indoor air motion due to 
aeromotive forces. So wind flow direction from S-Sff to N-NW 
is to be considered for analysing wind flow pattern around 
built forms with a view to recommending design guidelines 
for housing layout under warm humid climatic conditions.
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